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Abstract—In the last decade, many articles have been published that demonstrate the susceptibility of cryptographic devices against implementation attacks. Usually, such devices draw
their energy from a contact-based power supply. This powersupply connection is often exploited to extract the secret key
by applying fault-injection methods and power-analysis attacks.
In this article, we present implementation attacks on Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) tags which are usually powered
contactlessly by an electromagnetic field. We describe a contactbased measurement setup that allows both injection of faults
and measuring of the power consumption of passive RFID tags.
Furthermore, we demonstrate the applicability of our setup by
providing practical results of attacks on commercially available
HF and UHF RFID tags. The results have led us to the conclusion
that RFID tags are as susceptible to such attacks as contactbased powered devices. Appropriate countermeasures are needed
to thwart these attacks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is an emerging technology that has gained much attention in the last few years.
The possibility to read RFID tags contactlessly and without the
need of a line of sight provides great potential for many applications such as supply-chain management, inventory control,
electronic passports, and ticketing. In the year 2008, more than
one billion of RFID tags have been shipped worldwide and
they have been applied in many applications which actually
become more and more security related. This article focuses
on such security-related RFID tags and its susceptibility to
implementation attacks.
RFID tags consist of a small microchip that is attached
to an antenna. They are typically powered passively by an
electromagnetic field that is generated by an RFID reader. In
order to provide an acceptable reading range, tags have to be
implemented to operate in low-power conditions. They also
have to be designed for a small chip area to minimize the
costs for a large scale production. Besides these requirements,
further aspects have to be considered if RFID tags are deployed
in security-related applications. Many of these objectives are
indeed identical to those of embedded smart cards in the
1990s. Large effort has been made by the industry and also
by the cryptographic community to meet all the requirements
and to overcome several security threats that emerged during
that time. One of the first articles in the field of practical
attacks on smart cards were published by R. Anderson and
M. Kuhn [1], [2] in the mid 1990s. They injected glitches in

the clock signal and induced spikes in the power-supply line
of a smart card. They showed that these induced faults can
manipulate the internal memory of the device. D. Boneh et
al. [3] presented theoretical attacks on RSA and on different
identification schemes using fault attacks in 1997. In the
same year, E. Biham and A. Shamir presented a theoretical
fault attack on the Data Encryption Standard (DES) [4]. Next
to fault attacks, which manipulate the internal state of a
device by active means, there exist powerful techniques that
exploit the physical characteristics of cryptographic devices
by passively measuring their power consumption. P. Kocher et
al. [5] introduced differential power analysis (DPA) attacks in
1998 and showed how to extract secret information from a set
of measured power-consumption traces of smart cards. Nowadays, smart cards are successfully employed in many securityrelated applications that need appropriate countermeasures to
thwart these kind of attacks [6].
The same attacks that have been performed on smart cards
in the mid 1990s, have also been conducted on RFID devices
recently. Y. Oren and A. Shamir [7] have been the first who
demonstrated the vulnerability of power-analysis attacks on
ultra-high frequency (UHF) tags in 2006. The same susceptibility of UHF tags has been shown by T. Plos [8] in 2008.
Hutter et al. [9], [10] performed successfully attacks on highfrequency (HF) RFID tags and showed that RFID tags are also
vulnerable to various fault attacks. They induced optical and
electromagnetic fault attacks and applied an antenna tearing
technique that caused faults during the writing of data into
the tag memory.
In this paper, we present a new fault attack on RFID tags
by injecting over-voltage spikes into commercially available
RFID tags. For this attack, we used a proper measurement
setup that allows the tags to be powered over a contactbased connection with the reader. We present results of fault
attacks causing the tags to write faulty values into the internal
memory. Furthermore, we present first results of contact-based
power analysis attacks on RFID tags. All attacks have been
performed successfully. The results emphasize the need of
appropriate countermeasures for RFID tags if they are applied
in security-related applications.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows:
Section II presents the contact-based measurement setup that is
used for fault injections and power-analysis attacks. Section III
describes the performed attacks on the HF and the UHF RFID
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tags. In Section IV, the results of our experiments are given
and discussed. Conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. C ONTACT- BASED M EASUREMENT S ETUP
In order to perform fault injections and power-analysis
attacks on RFID tags, we used a contact-based measurement
setup. This setup is advantageous due to several reasons.
First, tag and reader are directly connected by two wires
and they are not coupled over an electromagnetic field. This
allows contact-based fault injections like over-voltage spikes
and power-consumption measurements by simply measuring
the voltage drop across a resistor. Equipments such as electromagnetic probes and receivers are therefore not needed.
This makes the setup more attractive in terms of costs.
Second, the reproducibility of fault-injection techniques and
side-channel measurements is increased in a contact-based
setup compared to an electromagnetic-coupled measurement
setup. Electromagnetic-coupled systems are often interfered
by the proximity and the measured electromagnetic traces are
expected to be more inhomogeneous than the results obtained
from power measurements over a wire.
In the following, we first describe the measurement setup
that has been used to perform fault attacks on RFID. Second,
we describe the setup used for power-analysis attacks.
A. Fault-Injection Measurement Setup
The measurement setup for fault injections is composed of
several components: a measurement PC, an RFID reader, an
impedance-matching resistor, an HF or a UHF tag, a microcontroller with an analog front-end, an FPGA board, a DC
power-supply, and two high-speed multiplexers. A schematic
view of the measurement setup is shown in Figure 1(a).
Matlab, which runs on the PC, is used to control the overall
measurement process. For HF tags, the PC is connected to a
standard ISO 15693 compatible RFID reader. For UHF tags, an
ISO 18000-6C compatible RFID reader is used. Both readers
are connected to the PC over a serial interface. The reader
is then connected to a 50 Ohm impedance-matching resistor
that is used to match the impedance of the reader antennaoutput. The tag is connected in parallel to the matching resistor
over a two wire cable. For this, the tag has been separated
from its antenna and the antenna pads of the tag have been

soldered on a two-pin strip. The antenna output of the reader
is further connected to an analog front-end that is connected
to the microcontroller. The analog front-end consists of a fast
envelope detector that is used to transform the analog signal
of the reader into digital signals for the microcontroller. We
have used an 8-bit ATmega128 microcontroller from Atmel. It
provides 128 kB of Flash memory and allows easy interaction
with other components by providing 53 customizable I/O pins.
The microcontroller was programmed to set a dedicated output
pin as soon as a write command is received. This signal is
then fed into an FPGA board that is able to generate signals
of very short duration. We have used the Side-Channel Attack Standard Evaluation Board (SASEBO) that features two
Xilinx VirtexTM-II Pro devices. One FPGA device has been
programmed to concurrently control two ISL54200 high-speed
multiplexers. The multiplexers are used to connect the tag to
either the reader or the DC power supply. If the multiplexers
are activated, the tag is no longer powered by the reader
and an over-voltage spike is injected into the antenna-pad
connections that causes the tag to perform faulty operations. A
picture of the tag chip and the surrounding components such
as the FPGA board and the DC power supply is depicted in
Figure 1(b).
B. Power-Consumption Measurement Setup
A schematic of the measurement setup for contact-based
power-analysis attacks on RFID tags is shown in Figure 2(a).
It is composed of the following components: a PC, an RFID
reader, an HF or a UHF tag, a microcontroller with an
analog front-end, a digital oscilloscope, a differential probe, an
impedance-matching resistor, and a measurement resistor. The
reader is again connected to a 50 Ohm impedance-matching
resistor like in the setup described before. Furthermore, the
tag is connected in parallel to the matching resistor. For the
HF tag, a 100 Ohm measurement resistor is placed between
the tag and the matching resistor. The consumed power of the
tag is then simply measured over this resistor using an active
1 GHz differential probe (AP034 from LeCroy). For the UHF
tag, the resistor was removed so that the tag current flows over
the internal 0.1 pF capacitor of the differential probe. This is
because the capacitor becomes conductive at high frequencies.
The voltage drop across the inputs of the differential probe is

captured by an 8-bit digital oscilloscope which has a 1 GHz
bandwidth (LC584AM from LeCroy). The trigger signal has
been generated by the same microcontroller that has been used
in the fault-injection experiment. It sets an output pin to high
when a write command has been received. The target of all
attacks has been the writing of data into the internal memory
of the tag. In Figure 2(b), a picture of the DPA measurement
setup is given. It shows the tag chip, the measurement resistor,
and the differential probe that is used to measure the voltage
drop across the resistor which corresponds to the consumed
power of the tag.
III. D ESCRIPTION OF THE ATTACKS
The fault-injection attack has been performed as follows.
First, a Matlab script is started on the PC that initializes all
components and sends a write command to the reader. The
reader transmits the command to both the corresponding tag
(HF or UHF) and the analog front-end that is connected to
the microcontroller. After that, the microcontroller enables the
FPGA that has been configured to activate the multiplexers
after a certain period of time. This time constitutes the exact
fault-injection time and can be controlled by the PC. The
multiplexers are then activated for a fixed period of time (i.e.
about 80 ns in our experiments). During this time, the tag is
decoupled from the reader signal and an over-voltage spike is
injected into the antenna connections of the tag. Therefore, a
DC power supply is used that delivers a constant voltage of
4 V. After injection, the multiplexers are deactivated and the
tag is again reconnected to the reader.
The FPGA is configured to run at 120 MHz, which allows
us to produce spikes in steps of about 9 ns. The fault-injection
occurrence can be varied by the PC and can go up to several
microseconds.
The power-analysis attacks are conducted in the following
way. A Matlab script, which runs on the PC, generates random
input data. A write command sends the input data to both the
tag and the analog front-end that is connected to the microcontroller. After that, the microcontroller generates a trigger signal
which forces the oscilloscope to start the acquisition of data.
For all experiments, we have used a sampling rate of 100 MS/s
and measured the power consumption during the time between
the occurrence of the trigger signal and the sending of the tag
response. The measured power traces are than transferred to
the PC and further processed using Matlab.
IV. R ESULTS
In the following, we present results obtained from our
experiments. First, we give results of the performed faultinjection attacks. Second, the results of power-analysis attacks
are described.
A. Fault Attacks using Spikes
We injected an over-voltage spike during the writing of data
into the internal memory of the tag. First, the tag receives the
data from the reader and deletes the content of the current
memory block. Second, it writes the new data. After each

Fig. 3. Injection of an over-voltage spike during the writing of data into the
tag memory. The injected spike is drawn in black, the trigger signal is drawn
in gray.

writing operation, the tag sends an acknowledge message to
the reader or returns an error message if the writing has not
succeeded. In our experiments, we focused therefore on the
time between the last write-command sequence (end of frame)
of the reader and the sending of the tag response. This time
period takes some hundred microseconds depending on the
tag manufacturer. By using the FPGA board, we have been
able to sweep over this time and to accurately inject spikes
in steps of 9 ns. In Figure 3, the injection of an over-voltage
spike into an HF RFID tag is shown. The injected spike is
drawn in black and the trigger signal of the FPGA board is
drawn in gray. The trigger signal has been high for about
80 ns, which actually corresponds to the time of one clock
period of a 13.56 MHz carrier signal. The black signal in the
figure has been obtained by measuring the voltage on the tag
connections using the differential probe. It can be seen that the
signal, which effectively goes from about -4 to 4 V, is clipped
by the two multiplexers resulting in a signal that contains only
the positive component. After a trigger event (which starts in
the figure at 100 ns), the DC voltage is injected which can
be observed by a higher signal going up to about 7 V. The
injected voltage causes the tag to perform a reset during the
writing of data. Thus, the writing process got incomplete and
an incorrect value is written into the memory of the tag. In our
experiments, we analyzed several RFID tags that showed the
same behavior, i.e. faulty values are written into the internal
memory of the tags.
B. Power-Analysis Attacks
For the power-analysis attacks, we have taken both an HF
and a UHF RFID tag and measured a set of power traces.
Afterwards, we applied several post-processing techniques.
First, we applied filtering techniques in order to remove the
carrier of the reader signal. We calculated the envelope signal
by taking the absolute values of the traces and by applying
a 2 MHz low-pass filter afterwards. This largely removes the
reader-signal component that interfered the measurement of
the very weak side-channel signals of the tags. Second, we
aligned all traces in vertical and horizontal orientation.
The target of the power-analysis attack has been an 8-bit

setup also allows the combination of fault-injection techniques
and power-analysis attacks on RFID devices.
The results of our practical investigations emphasize the
need of appropriate countermeasures for RFID tags against
fault and power-analysis attacks and demonstrate the effectiveness of such attacks on this emerging wireless technology.
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value that was written into the internal memory of the tag.
The power consumption during the time when the value is
processed and stored into the memory was measured using the
oscilloscope. 1 000 power traces have been recorded for the HF
and the UHF RFID tag. The attack was performed as follows.
First, we measured the consumed power of the tag during
the processing of the input value. Next to the measured power
traces, we constructed a model that takes the same input values
as they were written into the tag memory. For each possible
input value (i.e. 256 possible values for an 8-bit input), the
power consumption of the tag was estimated by using an
appropriate power model. The output of this model is than
correlated with the physically measured power traces using the
Pearson correlation coefficient. The correct hypothesis shows
a peak in time when the input value is processed by the tag.
Incorrect hypotheses provide no peak [11].
All performed attacks have been successful and revealed
the value that was written into the tag memory. The processed
input value was successfully revealed for both HF and UHF
RFID tags. In Figure 4, the result of a DPA attack that was
performed on a UHF RFID tag is shown. The correct hypothesis is drawn in black. It leads to a correlation coefficient of
0.56. A peak can be clearly discerned after about 480 ns. The
incorrect hypotheses are drawn in gray and show no significant
correlation over the data-processing time of the tag.
V. C ONCLUSION
This article presents first results of contact-based faultinjection techniques and power-analysis attacks on commercially available RFID tags. Both HF and UHF tags have been
analyzed. A measurement setup was used that establishes
a contact-based connection between the tag and the reader.
Using this setup, we first injected over-voltage spikes into
the tags during the writing of data. This caused tags to write
faulty values into their internal memory. Second, we performed
classical DPA attacks by measuring the power consumption of
the tags over a simple resistor. All performed attacks have been
successful and have been performed with low-cost equipment.
Future work will be to analyze the effectiveness of other
contact-based fault-injection techniques like glitches. The
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